Functional study of the vitamin K cycle in mammalian cells
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We describe a cell-based assay for studying vitamin K cycle enzymes. A reporter protein, consisting of the Gla domain of factor IX (amino acids 1-46) and residues 47 to 420 of protein C was stably expressed in HEK293 and AV12 cells. Both cell lines secrete carboxylated reporter when fed vitamin K or vitamin K epoxide (KO). However, neither cell line carboxylates the reporter when fed KO in the presence of warfarin. In the presence of warfarin, vitamin K rescues carboxylation in HEK293 cells but not in AV12 cells. Dicoumarol, an NAD(P)H-dependent quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1) inhibitor, behaved similarly to warfarin in both cell lines. Warfarin-resistant vitamin K epoxide reductase (VKOR-Y139F) supported carboxylation in HEK293 cells when fed KO in the presence of warfarin, but it did not in AV12 cells. These results suggest the following: 1. our cell system is a good model for studying the vitamin K cycle; 2. the warfarin-resistant enzyme reducing vitamin K to the hydroquinone (KH₂) probably is not NQO1; 3. there appears to be a warfarin-sensitive enzyme other than VKOR that reduces vitamin K to KH₂; and 4. the primary function of VKOR is reduction of KO to vitamin K.
Introduction

Vitamin K hydroquinone (KH$_2$) is a co-factor for $\gamma$-glutamyl carboxylase (GGCX), which catalyzes the post-translational carboxylation of specific glutamic acid residues to $\gamma$-carboxyglutamic acid (gla) in a variety of vitamin K-dependent proteins. $\gamma$-Glutamyl carboxylation is essential for the biological functions of vitamin K-dependent proteins involved in blood coagulation, bone metabolism, signal transduction, and cell proliferation. Concomitant with $\gamma$-glutamyl carboxylation, KH$_2$ is oxidized to vitamin K 2,3-epoxide (KO). KO must then be converted back to vitamin K (the quinone form) and then KH$_2$ by separate two electron reductions to support the carboxylation reaction. The cyclic production of KO and conversion back to KH$_2$ constitutes the vitamin K cycle (Figure 1). The only enzymes unequivocally identified as part of the cycle are the GGCX and vitamin K epoxide reductase (VKOR).

Sherman et al. first proposed that reduction of KO to vitamin K is carried out by a sulfhydryl-dependent epoxide reductase that is sensitive to warfarin inhibition. This enzyme is probably the VKOR; the only enzyme thus far shown to reduce KO to vitamin K. On the other hand, some reports suggest that the reduction of vitamin K to KH$_2$ can be accomplished by at least two microsomal enzymes, termed vitamin K reductases. However, other studies suggest that one enzyme serves as both the epoxide reductase and the vitamin K reductase, thus catalyzing both the reduction of KO to vitamin K and that of vitamin K to KH$_2$. 
Wallin proposed that there are two enzymes that reduce vitamin K in support of vitamin K-dependent carboxylation. One enzyme is inhibited by anticoagulant drugs such as warfarin, while the other is a NADH-dependent reductase that is resistant to inhibition by warfarin. Consistent with the latter result, when a person ingests toxic amounts of warfarin-like drugs, thus inhibiting VKOR, the usual treatment is large doses of vitamin K. The enzyme which is not inhibited by warfarin, often called antidotal, can then convert the vitamin K to KH₂, and thus, reverse the toxic effects of warfarin.

One candidate for the antidotal enzyme is the dicoumarol-sensitive NAD(P)H-dependent quinone oxidoreductase 1 (NQO1, or DT-diaphorase). NQO1 catalyzes the two-electron reduction of menadione (vitamin K₃) to menadione hydroquinone reducing oxidative stress in vivo. Wallin et al. reported that microsomes with no NQO1 have decreased carboxylation activity. Adding back purified NQO1 fully restored the ability of the microsomal extract to carboxylate the pentapeptide substrate, FLEEL. On the other hand, Preusch and Smalley reported that NQO1 contributes minimally to vitamin K reduction during the carboxylation reaction. A melanoma cell-based study of dicoumarol inhibition suggests that NQO1 is not involved in vitamin K metabolism. In addition, NQO1 knock-out mice do not appear to have bleeding problems. These results demonstrate the need to clarify the role of NQO1 and perhaps other, as yet unidentified, enzymes in the vitamin K cycle.

In addition to questions about the identity of the warfarin-resistant antidotal enzyme, there appears to be a different distribution of the warfarin sensitive and resistant
vitamin K reductase \(^{17-19}\). Ulrich et al. have shown that the warfarin resistant vitamin K reductase activity is significantly lower in osteoblast-like bone cells than it is in hepatocytes \(^{18}\). Therefore, vitamin K overcomes the effect of warfarin in liver cells but not in osteoblasts. This was termed the “liver-bone dichotomy” model \(^{19}\).

Identification of the gene encoding VKOR \(^{20,21}\) has made it possible to study the function of the enzyme at the molecular level. It is now clear that \textit{in vitro}, VKOR can reduce both KO to vitamin K and vitamin K to KH\(_2\). VKOR catalyzes both reactions using the same cysteine residues (132 and 135) at the active site \(^{22,23}\). In addition, both reactions are sensitive to warfarin inhibition \(^{23}\). It is worth noting that \textit{in vitro} VKOR converts KO to vitamin K approximately 50 times faster than it converts vitamin K to KH\(_2\) \(^{23}\). While we have purified and characterized both VKOR and GGCX, the enzymes have very different lipid and/or detergent requirements for activity. This makes studying the interactions and activities of the enzymes together \textit{in vitro} difficult. Additionally there are other enzymes of the vitamin K cycle yet to be identified.

For that reason, in the present work, we have developed a cell-based reporter assay system that enables the functional study of the complete vitamin K cycle. In this system, we expressed a vitamin-K dependent reporter protein that is easily measured and that reflects the efficiency of vitamin K-dependent carboxylation \textit{in vivo}. We employed protein C as the reporter for this study. For detection purposes, we replaced the gla domain of protein C with that of factor IX (FIX). This replacement allowed us to use a monoclonal antibody specific for the carboxylated gla domain of FIX for quantitative detection purposes \(^{24,25}\). We stably expressed this
chimeric reporter protein, FIXgla-PC, in HEK293 cells, which are commonly used for the biosynthesis of vitamin K-dependent proteins, and in AV12 cells, which are less efficient in the carboxylation of vitamin K-dependent proteins \(^{26}\). Studies indicate recombinant protein C produced by HEK293 cells is fully carboxylated and even more active than plasma-derived protein C. Under similar conditions, protein C produced by AV12 cells is partially carboxylated with 20% anticoagulant activity relative to plasma protein C \(^{26}\). This result indicates that HEK293 and AV12 cells might have different vitamin K pathways for making the vitamin K-dependent proteins. We expect by expressing the reporter protein in these two cells lines, and by feeding the cells KO or vitamin K, with or without warfarin, expressing warfarin-resistant VKOR-Y139F, and using dicoumarol to inhibit NQO1 to study the contributions of the various enzymes involved in the two-step reduction of KO.
Methods

Materials

Vitamin K₁, warfarin, dicoumarol, and CHAPS were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Vitamin K₁ 2, 3-epoxide was prepared as described previously 27. Vitamin K₁ (10 mg/mL) for cell culture was from Abbott Laboratories (Chicago, IL). A vitamin K internal standard for VKOR activity assay, 2-methyl-3(3,7,11,15,19-pentamethyl-2-eicosenyl)-1,4-naphthalenedione (vitamin K₁(25)), was from GLsynthesis Inc. (Worcester, MA). Protein C cDNA clone was from Open Biosystems (Huntsville, AL). Mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1/hygro (+) and Lipofectamine were from Invitrogen (San Diego, CA). Mammalian expression vector pCI-neo was from Promega (Madison, WI). HEK293 and AV12 cell lines were from ATCC (Manassas, VA). Mouse anti-carboxylated FIX gla domain monoclonal antibody (α-FIXgla MAb) was a gift from GlaxoSmithKline (Philadelphia, PA) and Green Mountain Antibodies (Burlington, VT) 28. Affinity purified sheep anti-human Protein C IgG and its horseradish peroxidase conjugate were from Affinity Biologica Inc. (Ancaster, ON Canada).

Construction of the FIXgla-PC reporter fusion protein

The gene encoding human protein C was amplified by PCR using pCMV-SPORT6-Protein C as a template. The gla domain of protein C (residue 1 to 46) was exchanged with the gla domain of FIX. This FIXgla-PC fusion was subcloned into the mammalian expression vector pcDNA3.1/hygro (+) using the XbaI site to generate the reporter protein expression vector, pcDNA3.1-FIXgla-PC.
Expression of the FIXgla-PC in HEK293 and AV12 cells

The FIXgla-PC reporter protein was stably expressed in HEK293 or AV12 cells. Cells were transfected with pcDNA3.1-FIXgla-PC plasmid DNA using Lipofectamine according to the manufacturer's protocol. After selection with 300 μg/ml hygromycin, surviving colonies were picked and screened for high stable expression. Single colonies were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium: Nutrient Mixture F-12 (DMEM/F12) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 11 μM vitamin K, and 1x antibiotics-antimycotics (complete medium) in a 24-well plate for 48 hours. Cell culture medium was collected and directly used for quantification of the secreted carboxylated FIXgla-PC by ELISA. The colony with the highest FIXgla-PC production was selected as the stable cell line to be used for reporter gene expression.

To purify carboxylated FIXgla-PC fusion proteins for use as a standard for ELISA, α-FIXgla MAb was coupled to Affi-Gel 10 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) according to the manufacturer's protocol. HEK293 cells stably expressing a high level of FIXgla-PC reporter protein were cultured in complete medium supplemented with 11 μM vitamin K. The medium was collected after a 48-hour incubation. Calcium chloride was added to the collected medium to a final concentration of 5 mM. Five hundred ml of the medium was incubated with 1.5 ml of the prepared anti-carboxylated FIXgla domain affinity beads overnight at 4°C with gentle stirring. The beads were spun down and packed into a 1.5 x 10 cm column. The column was washed first with 20 mM Tris-HCl, 500 mM NaCl, and 5 mM CaCl₂ and then with 20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, and 5 mM CaCl₂. Carboxylated FIXgla-PC reporter protein was eluted with 20 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, and 10 mM EDTA.
To examine the effect of vitamin K, KO, warfarin, or dicoumarol on the carboxylation of the reporter protein, HEK293 or AV12 cells stably expressing FIXgla-PC were sub-cultured in 24-well plates in the absence of vitamin K. When cells were 60-70% confluent, vitamin K, KO, warfarin, or dicoumarol was added to the complete medium and incubated for 48 hours. Cell culture medium was collected and directly used in an ELISA as described in the following section.

**FIXgla-PC measurement in cell culture medium using ELISA**

The reporter protein in the cell culture medium was quantified by ELISA as described previously with minor modification. To assay for carboxylated FIXgla-PC, we used a conformation-specific monoclonal antibody that recognizes only the fully carboxylated FIXgla domain in the presence of calcium as the coating antibody. 96-well ELISA plates were coated overnight at 4°C with 100 µL/well α-FIXgla MAb. The concentration of the coating antibodies was 2 µg/ml in 50 mM carbonate buffer (pH 9.6). After being washed 5 times with TBS-T wash buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% Tween 20), the plate was blocked with 0.2% BSA in TBS-T wash buffer for 2 hours at room temperature. Samples and protein standards (0.12-250 ng/mL) with 5 mM CaCl₂ were added at 100 µL/well and incubated for 2 hours at room temperature. After being washed with TBS-T wash buffer containing 5 mM CaCl₂, sheep anti-human protein C IgG conjugated to horseradish peroxidase (100 µL/well at 1:2500 in TBS-T wash buffer with 5 mM CaCl₂) was added to each well and incubated for 45 minutes at room temperature. After the unbound detecting antibody was washed off, 100 µL of ABTS solution (Roche Molecular Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN) was added to each well and the absorbance was determined at 405 nm with a THERMOMax microplate reader (Molecular Devices). The linear range for
detection of carboxylated FIXgla-PC was between 0.50 ng/ml and 125 ng/ml 
($\gamma=0.9987$) using the logit (OD)-log (FIXgla-PC) plot.

To assay for total reporter protein secreted into the cell culture medium, 96-well 
ELISA plates were coated with 100 µL/well mouse anti-human protein C monoclonal 
antibody overnight at 4°C. After being washed and blocked as described above, 
samples and protein standards (0.12-250 ng/mL) were added and incubated for 2 
hours at room temperature. After the unbound samples were washed off, sheep 
anti-human protein C IgG was added to each well and incubated for another 2 hours 
at room temperature. Then unbound antibody was washed off and the plate was 
incubated with 100 µL/well rabbit anti–sheep IgG conjugated to horseradish 
peroxidase for 45 minutes at room temperature. Color development was performed 
as described above.

**Functional study of warfarin-resistant VKOR-Y139F in established cell lines**

To study the contribution of VKOR to the vitamin K cycle, a warfarin resistant VKOR 
mutant, VKOR-Y139F, was cloned into the mammalian expression vector pCI-neo. 
The resulting plasmid was transiently or stably transfected into the established cell 
line FIXgla-PC/HEK293 or FIXgla-PC/AV12. The culture medium on the cells 
transiently expressing VKOR was changed 30 hours post-transfection to complete 
medium containing 5 µM KO or 5 µM KO with 2 µM warfarin. Cell culture medium 
was collected after a 48-hour incubation and directly used for ELISA. The stably 
transfected colony that expressed the highest level of VKOR-Y139F was selected for 
further study. The effect of over-expressing the VKOR-Y139F mutant on reporter 
protein carboxylation under different conditions was tested as described above.
GGCX Activity Assay

GGCX activity was determined by the incorporation of $^{14}$CO$_2$ into the pentapeptide substrate, FLEEL, in the presence of propeptide\textsuperscript{30}. 1x10$^6$ of HEK293 or AV12 cell pellets were mixed with 115 µL of ice cold lysis buffer containing 0.5% CHAPS, 25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 500 mM NaCl, 4 µM factor IX propeptide, 1.25 mM FLEEL and 1X protease inhibitor cocktail. Samples were placed on ice for 30 minutes with occasional vortexing. The carboxylation reaction was started by the addition of 10 µL of an ice-cold mix of NaH$^{14}$CO$_3$ (40 µCi/mL) and KH$_2$ (222 µM) to bring the volume to 125 µL. The reaction mix was immediately transferred to a 20 °C water bath and incubated for 45 minutes. The amount of $^{14}$CO$_2$ incorporation was determined as described previously\textsuperscript{31}.

VKOR Activity Assay

VKOR activity was determined as previously described with minor modification\textsuperscript{21,32}. HEK293 or AV12 cells (1x10$^7$) were collected and re-suspended in 200 µL of ice cold assay buffer containing 25 mM TAPS (pH 8.6), 150 mM NaCl, 30% glycerol, 50 µM KO and 1X protease inhibitor cocktail. Cells were lysed by sonication on ice. The reaction was started by adding 5 mM (final concentration) freshly prepared DTT and incubated at 30 °C in the dark for 45 minutes. The reaction was terminated by the addition of 500 µL isopropanol. The reaction mixture was extracted with 500 µL n-hexane containing 2.52 µM vitamin K$_{1(29)}$ as an internal standard. The upper organic phase containing the vitamins was transferred to a 2-ml brown vial and dried with nitrogen. A total of 500 µL of HPLC mobile phase was added to dissolve the vitamins and the sample was analyzed by HPLC\textsuperscript{32}. 
Results

FIXgla-PC chimera as a reporter protein for vitamin K-dependent carboxylation efficiency in living cells

To study the vitamin K cycle in vivo, we expressed the chimeric reporter protein described above as a tool for determining the efficiency of in vivo vitamin K-dependent carboxylation. We felt this would allow us to study the function of the enzymes of the vitamin K cycle. The results shown in Figure 2 support this idea. As expected based on our present understanding of the cycle, in the presence of vitamin K or KO, secretion of carboxylated reporter protein increased approximately 25-fold (Figure 2) compared to no additions. Warfarin, an inhibitor of VKOR, eliminated KO-supported carboxylation. In addition, similar levels of carboxylated reporter were secreted independent of the substrate (vitamin K or KO) fed to the cells. As described below, this allowed us to differentiate some of the functions of the various enzymes involved in the cycle.

Effect of substrate and/or warfarin on FIXgla-PC carboxylation in HEK293 cells

With KO as substrate, FIXgla-PC carboxylation was completely inhibited by 2 μM warfarin, and 50% inhibition occurred with 0.1 μM warfarin (Figure 3A). Thus, VKOR, the molecular target for warfarin, is responsible for the reduction of KO in vivo. While warfarin totally inhibited FIXgla-PC carboxylation when HEK293 cells were fed KO, HEK293 cells fed vitamin K produced high (unaffected) levels of carboxylated protein in the presence of warfarin (Figure 3A). This result suggests that as long as there is enough vitamin K in the medium, inactivation of VKOR by warfarin, does not affect the conversion of vitamin K to KH₂ by the vitamin K-dependent carboxylation in
HEK293 cells. This was confirmed by the result shown in Figure 3B, which shows the amount of the carboxylated FIXgla-PC secreted as a function of vitamin K concentration in the presence and absence of warfarin. In the absence of warfarin, carboxylation occurred maximally at 1 μM vitamin K. However, in the presence of warfarin, less than 20% of the carboxylated reporter protein was detected in the medium at 1 μM vitamin K, and maximal carboxylation was detected in the medium at 22 μM vitamin K. The decreased carboxylation efficiency observed at lower vitamin K concentrations in the presence of warfarin might have been due to the inability of cells to either recycle KO or to a low affinity/catalytic efficiency of the warfarin-resistant vitamin K reductase in cells. These results suggest that at high vitamin K concentrations, HEK293 cells efficiently support vitamin K-dependent carboxylation, even when VKOR is inactivated by warfarin. Therefore, there must be a warfarin resistant enzyme that reduces vitamin K to KH₂ in HEK293 cells. This enzyme might be the antidotal enzyme that allows patients poisoned with warfarin to be rescued with high doses of vitamin K 33,34.

**Expression of FIXgla-PC in AV12 cells**

Next, we stably expressed the FIXgla-PC in AV12 cells, which carboxylate vitamin K-dependent proteins less efficiently than HEK293 cells 26. Under similar conditions, AV12 cells produced only about half as much carboxylated reporter protein as HEK293 cells (data not shown). We then tested the effect of warfarin on FIXgla-PC carboxylation in AV12 cells using KO or vitamin K as the vitamin K source. When KO was used as substrate, the inhibition curve of warfarin on reporter protein carboxylation (Figure 4A) was similar to that observed in HEK293 cells (Figure 3A). In AV12 cells, in contrast to HEK293 cells, production of carboxylated reporter
protein was significantly inhibited by warfarin when vitamin K was used as substrate (Figure 4A). In addition, high concentrations of vitamin K did not rescue warfarin inhibition in AV12 cells (Figure 4B). These results suggest that warfarin-sensitive VKOR is responsible for KO reduction and that the amount of warfarin resistant antidotal enzyme that reduces vitamin K is dramatically less in AV12 cells than in HEK293 cells.

To understand the reason for the differences in carboxylation efficiency between HEK293 and AV12 cells, we tested the \textit{in vitro} activity of the endogenous VKOR and GGCX in the two cell types (Figure 5). We found that GGCX activity was about 3-fold higher in AV12 cells than in HEK293 cells. However, the \textit{in vitro} VKOR activity of AV12 cells was approximately 66% of that observed in HEK293 cells. The difference between these two cell lines in endogenous VKOR activity correlates with our observation that AV12 cells produce less carboxylated reporter protein than do HEK293 cells. The endogenous GGCX and VKOR activity results agree with our previous observation \textsuperscript{35} that the rate of KH\textsubscript{2} production rather than the rate of vitamin K-dependent carboxylation can be the rate-limiting step for \textit{in vivo} vitamin K-dependent protein carboxylation.

\textbf{Contribution of NQO1 to vitamin K reduction}

Dicoumarol-sensitive NQO1 was originally isolated as a vitamin K reductase \textsuperscript{36}. Subsequently, it was reported that NQO1 can accomplish the two-electron reduction of vitamin K to KH\textsubscript{2} \textit{in vitro} \textsuperscript{11,37}. Therefore, we examined the contribution of NQO1 to the conversion of vitamin K to KH\textsubscript{2} \textit{in vivo} by adding increasing concentrations of dicoumarol to the cell culture medium with either vitamin K or KO as substrate in
HEK293 cells. Figure 6A shows that, as with warfarin, dicoumarol significantly inhibited reporter protein carboxylation when KO was the vitamin K source. This result demonstrates that dicoumarol is a strong inhibitor for VKOR, as expected. However, when cells were fed vitamin K, only minimal inhibition was observed. Results from the in vitro assay show that the inhibition constant of dicoumarol for NQO1 is 0.5 nM, while 1.6 μM is required to reach 50% inhibition of NQO1 from the cell-based assay. When we treated the cells with 20 μM dicoumarol, a level reported to almost completely inactivate over-expressed NQO1 in intact cells, 60% of the reporter protein was carboxylated (data not shown). Lewis et al. reported that cell viability decreases to 60% when incubated with 100 μM dicoumarol for 48 hours. These results suggest that NQO1 contributes minimally to the reduction of vitamin K to KH$_2$ in the vitamin K cycle. Therefore, another, still unidentified dicoumarol/warfarin insensitive enzyme must be the major antidotal enzyme that reduces vitamin K in HEK293 cells.

We then tested the effect of dicoumarol on reporter protein carboxylation in AV12 cells. Figure 6B shows that when KO was the vitamin K source, the inhibition of reporter protein carboxylation by dicoumarol was similar to that in HEK293 cells (Figure 6A). A significant difference between AV12 cells and HEK293 cells was observed when the cells were grown in the presence of vitamin K; in this case, dicoumarol completely inhibited reporter protein carboxylation in AV12 cells. Moreover, the inhibition curve was similar to that when KO was used as the substrate (Figure 6B). This result supports the results in Figure 4A, indicating that unlike HEK293 cells, AV12 cells have very little antidotal enzyme. The ~20% residual activity observed when vitamin K was used as the substrate (Figure 4A)
may have been due to NQO1 activity, which is inhibited by dicoumarol but not by warfarin. Taken together, these data suggest that NQO1 plays a limited role in converting vitamin K to KH$_2$ in the vitamin K cycle \textit{in vivo}.

**Contribution of VKOR to the reduction of vitamin K to KH$_2$**

Our results confirm that VKOR is responsible for the reduction of KO to vitamin K. To test the ability of VKOR to reduce vitamin K to KH$_2$ \textit{in vivo}, we mutated tyrosine 139 to phenylalanine (Y139F), which converts VKOR to a warfarin-resistant form. This permitted the inactivation of endogenous VKOR by warfarin while testing the \textit{in vivo} function of the VKOR-Y139F.

We transiently expressed VKOR-Y139F in HEK293 and AV12 cells that stably expressed the FIXgla-PC. We grew cells transfected and not transfected with VKOR-Y139F in complete medium containing 5 μM KO with 2 μM warfarin. As shown in Figure 7A, 2 μM warfarin inactivated the endogenous VKOR present in the non-transfected cells of both cell lines. Therefore, almost no carboxylated reporter protein was secreted into the medium (control). In cells transiently expressing VKOR-Y139F, significant amounts of carboxylated reporter protein were produced in HEK293 cells (~20-fold increase compared to the control) but not in AV12 cells. We reasoned that this was because the transiently expressed VKOR-Y139F converted KO to vitamin K in the presence of warfarin. In HEK293 cells, the endogenous warfarin resistant antidotal enzyme further reduced vitamin K to KH$_2$ for the carboxylation reaction. Because there is very little antidotal enzyme present in AV12 cells, warfarin also inactivates the reduction of vitamin K to KH$_2$ (Figure 4A). However, if VKOR were the major contributor to the conversion of vitamin K to KH$_2$, ...
AV12 cells transiently expressing the VKOR-Y139F mutant should produce significant amounts of carboxylated reporter protein, as observed in HEK293 cells. Therefore, this result indicates that the contribution of VKOR to the reduction of vitamin K to KH₂ in vivo is small, which agrees with our previous in vitro result. In addition, these results suggest that in AV12 cells, a warfarin-sensitive enzyme different from VKOR converts vitamin K to KH₂.

An alternative explanation for why no carboxylated reporter protein was secreted from AV12 cells that transiently expressed VKOR-Y139F could be that VKOR-Y139F is not highly expressed in the cells or the expressed protein is unable to convert KO to vitamin K. To clarify this, we stably expressed VKOR-Y139F in AV12 cells. The colony exhibiting the highest level of VKOR-Y139F expression was chosen for further study. As shown in Figure 7B, over-expression of VKOR-Y139F increased reporter protein carboxylation approximately two-fold when KO was used as the substrate in the culture medium. This suggests that VKOR-Y139F is a functional protein that is able to reduce KO in AV12 cells. Importantly, warfarin also abolished reporter protein carboxylation in this cell line, which stably over expressed VKOR-Y139F. This evidence further implies that VKOR has a limited ability to convert vitamin K to KH₂ in vivo.

**Discussion**

Our initial goal in this study was to develop an in vivo assay that would allow us to study the function of enzymes involved in the vitamin K cycle, and to identify other,
perhaps unknown, enzymes that are important. Our results indicate the assay is a
good model system for these studies.

We could study the two reductions in the vitamin K cycle by feeding the cells either
KO or vitamin K. Cells cultured in medium containing KO and warfarin produced
significantly less carboxylated reporter protein (Figure 2 to Figure 4). Since VKOR is
the primary target of warfarin this indicates that the \textit{in vivo} reduction of KO is mainly
carried out by VKOR. In addition, the fact that when fed vitamin K, even in the
presence of warfarin, the cells produce a similar amount of carboxylated protein,
shows that there is a so-called antidotal enzyme in the HEK293 cells. This is
important because the antidotal enzyme has yet to be identified.

The reduction of vitamin K to KH$_2$ has been proposed to be carried out by two
pathways \textsuperscript{7,40}, one accomplished by VKOR, which is sensitive to warfarin inhibition,
and the other by NQO1, which is resistant to warfarin inhibition. Whether NQO1 is
the antidotal enzyme for vitamin K reduction has been debated \textsuperscript{6,11}. To clarify the
role of NQO1 in the vitamin K cycle, we tested the effect of dicoumarol, an inhibitor
of NQO1, on reporter protein carboxylation. When vitamin K was used as the
substrate, carboxylation of the reporter protein was decreased by only \textasciitilde 20\%.
This result suggests that NQO1 is not the antidotal enzyme which agrees with previous
reports \textsuperscript{6,15,16}. It is interesting to note that Forthoffer \textit{et al.} described a membrane-
bound NQO1-like protein \textsuperscript{41} that could be a candidate for the warfarin/dicoumarol
insensitive pathway of vitamin K reduction. It is a dicoumarol-insensitive quinone
reductase that reduces quinones by a two electron reduction. This enzyme uses
NADH more efficiently than NADPH as the reducing agent.
Unlike in HEK293 cells, warfarin inhibits FIXgla-PC carboxylation in AV12 cells when vitamin K was used as the substrate. High concentrations of vitamin K cannot rescue the inhibition. Different cell types have different mechanisms of vitamin K uptake and metabolism which could affect the amount of reporter protein carboxylation\textsuperscript{42,43}. However, in HEK293 cells, maximum carboxylation of FIXgla-PC occurs at 1 µM while in AV12 cells it occurs at 2.5 µM (Figures 3B and 4B respectively). Therefore, it is unlikely that these two cell lines have significant differences in vitamin K uptake. Furthermore, we used a saturated concentration of vitamin K (11 µM) in our experiments. This suggests that with vitamin K as substrate, the different warfarin sensitivities of these two cells are likely due to a lack of antidotal enzyme in AV12 cells. This also implies that the majority of vitamin K reduction in AV12 cells is carried out by a warfarin sensitive pathway.

There seems to be little doubt that VKOR can reduce vitamin K to KH\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{2,23}. However, our study with purified VKOR indicated that the rate of conversion of vitamin K to KH\textsubscript{2} was considerably slower than the rate of the conversion of KO to vitamin K\textsuperscript{23}. In the present study, to test the contribution of VKOR to the reduction of vitamin K to KH\textsubscript{2} \textit{in vivo}, we expressed a warfarin resistant VKOR mutant (Y139F). When fed KO in the presence of warfarin, HEK293 (Y139F) cells produced carboxylated reporter protein. However, under similar conditions AV12 (Y139F) cells failed to produce significant carboxylated reporter protein. Importantly, VKOR-Y139F is expressed and active in AV12 (Y139F) cells, since the amount of carboxylated reporter protein doubled in the absence of warfarin when these cells were fed KO. Therefore, only the HEK293
(Y139F) cells which have antidotal enzyme can support the complete vitamin K cycle in the presence of warfarin.

Since, in vitro, both KO to vitamin K and vitamin K to KH₂ reactions of VKOR are inhibited by warfarin ²²,²³, the most straightforward conclusion from this result is that the in vivo function of VKOR is to convert KO to vitamin K and that a second enzyme is required to convert vitamin K to KH₂.

A second implication of these results is that there must be a warfarin sensitive enzyme, other than VKOR, which converts vitamin K to KH₂ in AV12 cells. The existence of a second warfarin sensitive enzyme is unexpected, because Cooper et al. did a retrospective study utilizing 550,000 SNPs from 181 patients and found only polymorphisms in VKOR and cytochrome P450 2C9 affected warfarin dose requirements. Based on that result they concluded that it was unlikely that another enzyme affecting warfarin sensitivity would be found ⁴⁴. On the other hand, at present, polymorphisms in VKOR and cytochrome P450 2C9 combine to account for only 30%-60% of the variance in the stabilized warfarin dose distribution ⁴⁵.

One might speculate that the methods described in this work will be important for further studies of the vitamin K cycle. For example, cell utilization of different forms of vitamin K, i.e. menaquinones versus phyloquinones, may account for some of the hepatic and peripheral carboxylation differences in warfarin sensitivity and response to vitamin K as an antidote to warfarin ⁴⁶. On the other hand it is possible that the cells that do not respond to vitamin K treatment during warfarin poisoning may have lower levels of the warfarin-resistant vitamin K reductase (antidotal enzyme).
Additionally, there are indications that long-term warfarin therapy may cause unwanted effects of bone fracture and vascular calcification. These problems are apparently due to the inhibition of carboxylation of regulator proteins such as matrix gla protein (MGP) and the growth arrest specific gene 6 product (Gas-6) \(^{47-50}\). Our cell-based system will be useful in studying these and other questions relating to the vitamin K cycle.

In summary, we have established an *in vivo* assay system for the functional study of the vitamin K cycle. The two-step reduction of vitamin K can be studied separately using this system by feeding the cells either KO or vitamin K. We present evidence of a warfarin sensitive enzyme that converts vitamin K to KH\(_2\) that is different from VKOR and the warfarin resistant antidotal enzyme. This antidotal enzyme for vitamin K reduction is probably not NQO1. Finally, we show that the main function of VKOR is to convert KO to vitamin K, not vitamin K to KH\(_2\).
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Figure Legends

Figure 1  Vitamin K Cycle
During vitamin K-dependent carboxylation of glutamic acid to γ-carboxyglutamic acid, the reduced form of vitamin K (KH₂) is oxidized to vitamin K epoxide (KO) by GGCX. KO is reduced to vitamin K by VKOR using the enzyme’s two active site cysteine residues. This reaction is sensitive to warfarin inhibition. The reduction of vitamin K to KH₂ is carried out in two pathways. One pathway is sensitive to warfarin inhibition and also involves two free cysteine residues in the enzyme active site (VKOR). The second pathway is resistant to warfarin and uses NAD(P)H as a cofactor.

Figure 2. Effect of vitamin K, KO, and warfarin on FIXgla-PC carboxylation and secretion
Carboxylated (black bar) and total (gray bar) FIXgla-PC secreted from HEK293 cells under different culture conditions was measured by ELISA as described in Methods. Control: complete medium (no added vitamin K); K: complete medium with 11 μM vitamin K; KO: complete medium with 5μM KO; KO+W: complete medium with 5μM KO and 2μM warfarin

Figure 3. Effect of warfarin on FIXgla-PC carboxylation in HEK293 cells
(A) Cells grown in culture medium with either 11 μM vitamin K (open circles) or 5 μM KO (filled circles) were incubated for 48 h with increasing concentrations of warfarin. The concentration of carboxylated FIXgla-PC in the medium was measured by ELISA. The data are presented as percentages to make the first concentration points of vitamin K and KO coincide. (B) Cells were grown with (open circles) or without (filled circles) 2 μM warfarin in increasing concentrations of vitamin K for 48 h. The concentration of carboxylated FIXgla-PC in the culture medium was measured by ELISA.
Figure 4. Effect of warfarin on FIXgla-PC carboxylation in AV12 cells

(A) Cells grown in culture medium with either 11 μM vitamin K (open circles) or 5 μM KO (filled circles) were incubated for 48 h with increasing concentrations of warfarin. The concentration of carboxylated FIXgla-PC in the medium was detected by ELISA. The data are presented as percentages to make the first concentration points of vitamin K and KO coincide. (B) Cells were grown with (open circles) or without (filled circles) 2 μM warfarin in increasing concentrations of vitamin K for 48 h. The concentration of carboxylated reporter protein in the culture medium was measured by ELISA.

Figure 5. Endogenous VKOR and GGCX activity in HEK293 and AV12 cells as measured by in vitro enzymatic activity assay

(A) Endogenous GGCX activity of 1x10^6 HEK293 or AV12 cells was determined as described in Methods using FLEEL as substrate in the presence of propeptide. (B) Endogenous VKOR activity of 1x10^7 HEK293 or AV12 cells was determined as described in Methods using K1_{25} as the HPLC internal standard.

Figure 6. Effect of dicoumarol on the carboxylation of the FIXgla-PC in HEK293 and AV12 cells

Increasing concentrations of dicoumarol were added to the cell culture medium with either 11 μM K (open circles) or 5 μM KO (filled circles) and incubated with HEK293 (A) or AV12 (B) cells for 48 hours. The concentration of carboxylated FIXgla-PC in the medium was measured by ELISA. The data are presented as percentages to make the first concentration points of vitamin K and KO coincide.

Figure 7. Effect of the warfarin resistant VKOR mutant on FIXgla-PC carboxylation

(A) Warfarin resistant VKOR-Y139F, mutant was transiently expressed in HEK293 (black bars) and AV12 cells (gray bars). Thirty hours after
transfection, cells were cultured in medium containing 5 μM KO and 2 μM warfarin for 48 h. The concentration of carboxylated FIXgla-PC in the medium was measured by ELISA. The control was the cell line transfected with empty vector, representing endogenous VKOR. (B) AV12 cells (black bars) or AV12 cells that were stably expressing warfarin resistant VKOR-Y139F, mutant (gray bars), were cultured in medium containing 5 μM KO (KO) or 5 μM KO and 2 μM warfarin (KO+W) for 48 h. The concentration of carboxylated FIXgla-PC in the medium was measured by ELISA.
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